
Young Bud

Beenie Man

Ayee, yuh can't change some people, a suh them born
a suh them grown
a suh them mother and father stay
mi can tell yuh something?

anyways, mi nuh know if its a curse or a blessing
why bad mind so easily catching,
fight against yuh brother and him never do yuh nothing
mi granny tell mi fi tell him, she tell me seh eh

Young bud nuh know storm and duppy know like them nuh know dawn,
cigarette butt choke matterhorn
come a call up me name, but mi nuh name Tony-Ann
if a any other thing me mek it gwan but mi nuh farmer
mi nuh run farm
so what, if all hungry fowl get corn
mi nuh need prency fi things drawn

Matterhorn just butt out (yuh get it) butt out
Full time the dutty wine thing fi cut out
them let in the man them and the girls the shut out
Notice that duppy some deh shouldn't even put out
tell me why maj even let that mutt out
all fish a see fi get scale and gut out
but Tony-Ann, your flesh don't belong to no mouth
so why that dog a walk with him tongue out?

Young bud nuh know storm and duppy know like them nuh know dawn,
cigarette butt choke matterhorn
come a call up me name, but mi nuh name Tony-Ann
if a any other thing me mek it gwan but mi nuh farmer
mi nuh run farm
so what, if all hungry fowl get corn

mi nuh need prency fi things drawn

Remember baby bring pain, trouble nuh set like rain
bad mind run through some fassy face vain
a me you a try style? nuh bother explain
when yuh gyal start give yuh bun nuh bother complain
she smoking more than matterhorn, must be cocaine
too much mike to your mouth, that drive yuh insane
yuh mother did a warn yuh like baby wayne
now yuh just realize seh yuh lame?

Young bud nuh know storm and duppy know like them nuh know dawn,
cigarette butt choke matterhorn
come a call up me name, but mi nuh name Tony-Ann
if a any other thing me mek it gwan but mi nuh farmer
mi nuh run farm
so what, if all hungry fowl get corn
mi nuh need prency fi things drawn 

ayee, yuh can't change some people, a suh them born
a suh them grown
a suh them mother and father stay
mi can tell yuh something?



anyways, mi nuh know if its a curse or a blessing
why bad mind so easily catching,
fight against yuh brother and him never do yuh nothing
mi granny tell mi fi tell him, she tell me seh eh
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